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The heart of the
community
Despite MMCA maintaining the
site to the best of its ability,
including replacing the roof,
rewiring the building and installing
a new heating and security system,
over time the exterior continued
to suffer from weather and
pollution. Local fund raising could
not keep up with the expense of
maintaining this historic building.
The owners were not allowed to
make any piece-meal repairs to
this Grade II* Listed building by
Birmingham Council.

In 2002 the Moseley
School of Art Association
(MSAA) was formed by
ex-pupils from the old
school
The School Association bought
a new emphasis and publicity
to the building’s dilapidated
condition. They encouraged the
MMCA to apply for national funds.
Conservation specialists were
commissioned to prepare a plan
for restoration. Finally, in 2017, the

“ We are delighted to have
received the development grant
from HLF to complete the
restoration project for this
important building and create
a hub to meet the diverse needs
of the local community. We hope
that the success of this project
can be a catalyst for the
rejuvenation of the local area.”
Javed Arain on behalf of the
Association

The restored Bidlake Art
School is now the heart
and soul of the Balsall
Heath community
The old Moseley Road Art School
is now a major Birmingham City
asset. This important historic
building provides the best possible
facilities to enable local people of
all backgrounds to meet, learn,
exchange and grow together. By
reconnecting the building to its
heritage, new commercial uses as
a centre for creativity are planned
with an expanding programme
of events, exhibitions and
educational.

MMCA was successful in obtaining

As a registered charity the MMCA

funding from the Heritage

has the following aims and

Lottery Fund, Historic England

objectives:

and the Pilgrim Trust for a major

• To promote Social and Cultural
activities

restoration and refurbishment.

• To provide Educational,
Recreational and Welfare
facilities
• To promote good relations
and create better 			
understanding amongst all
communities

moseleycommunityhub.org.uk

